Supporting Decision-making for Forensic DNA Analysis in Crime Investigation using Visualization
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Abstract—One of the challenging issue that scientists are facing is to have useful and effective data visualizations specifically for forensic DNA analysis in crime investigation. Concept of data visualization can then be employed into Bayesian network in order to interpret complex linking of data into interactive graphs for ease of analysis and accurate decision-making. In forensic DNA analysis, using visualization can make the activity of interpreting data and searching for details become easier and faster. The complexity of information in this field requires a good way of representation to analyze DNA profiles in crime investigation. In this paper, we show an implementation of visualizing forensic DNA analysis for suspect and unknown DNA profiles using a web prototype.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data visualization is a technique in computer science that means to help represent data in an effective way. Interactive and systematic analysis will help forensic scientists and law enforcement gain insight to make quicker and better decision. Visualization has contributed a lot in recent research works [1-4] due to its effectiveness [5-8]. When considering data sets with many features, the issues are which features to visualize and how to combine them in the visualization [2].

The question that should be answered is how do we make sense of the data? How do we harness this data in decision making processes? And how do we avoid from being overwhelmed? It is very important to find out how to visualize complex set of DNA profile data in an easier way for us to understand and retrieve any details.

A. Computerized DNA analysis


Similarities among them are: simple and short programs, but they can still be complex due to branching alternatives from different inputs and its data processing into results. None taking attention on visualization, hence visualization should be applied in forensic DNA analysis.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Decision Support Systems

Decision Support System (DSS) is earlier defined as a system with a purpose to support management decision-makers in semi-structured decision conditions [11]. It was implied even though not detailed in its early definition that the system must be computer-based, operate online and generate graphical output. DSS has been widely applied for computerized information to ease decision-making in many fields [13]. Hence nowadays, DSS concepts are implemented in multiple domains including forensic [13-16], medicine, military, business and engineering.

B. Visualization and its Applications

FreeViz [2] is applied as a result of concepts combined from statistics, visualization and machine learning because it has some similar concepts to multiple techniques from these fields, while this research project is like a combination between statistics, visualization and Bayesian networks. Demsar et al. [2] presents a new method for intelligent visualization of explorative data analysis in biomedical data.

Aigner et al. [1] set a specific goal to develop visualization and interaction methods for supporting medical personnel in computerized protocol-based care. They considered several data issues that are logic and structures as well, besides patient data in form of parameters and variables. Aigner et al. [1] claim their form of representation is simple, clear and graspable, which become the foundation of visualizations for the representation of data. “The interactive integration of different visualization methods forms a novel way of combining, relating, and analyzing different kinds of medical data.” [1]. Table I summaries several related...
works to this research regarding visualization and Bayesian networks.

C. Bayesian Networks for Forensic DNA Analysis

Bayesian networks have been applied widely in many practical fields such as medical diagnosis, clinical decision support system, crime risk factors analysis, inference problems in forensic science, and terrorism risk management [17] until present. Bayesian networks can show a very clear relationship of problems in a simple way for statistical analysis.

Mathematical model used for calculation of allele frequencies [18] follow the concept of Bayesian networks [19] while the mathematical model used for calculation of population statistics follow the original concept of Bayes’ theorem [19, 20]. For ease of statistical analysis as a result, concept of visualization hence is applied.

III. FRAMEWORK

Forensic DNA analysis includes complex DNA statistics and DNA match probability in criminal cases [9, 21, 22]. In relation to forensic DNA analysis in crime investigation, crime forecasting [23] and knowledge base inference [15] can also be applied. Another researchers that are working together for this project are as on title ‘Representing Knowledge for Forensic Evidence Analysis’ and ‘Implementation of ARIMA model with Fuzzy for Crime Forecasting’ [15, 23].

The framework of Crime Management System that we are working on is shown in Figure 1. The elements that our team concentrates right now are Forensic DNA Analysis, Crime Forecasting and Knowledge Base Inference, while this paper focused on Forensic DNA Analysis as mentioned in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Main points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visualization</td>
<td>CareVis: Integrated visualization of computerized protocols and temporal patient data (Aigner and Miksch, 2006) [1]</td>
<td>Currently, visualization support for patient data analysis is mostly limited to the representation of directly measured data, but explanations is mostly spared out in analysis process – this work aims to fill this gap via integrating classical data visualization and visualization of treatment information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization</td>
<td>FreeViz: An intelligent multivariate visualization approach to explorative analysis of biomedical data (Demsar et al. 2007) [2]</td>
<td>Visualization can largely improve biomedical data analysis. In a single graph, the resulting FreeViz visualization can provide a global view of the classification problem being studied, reveal interesting relations between classes and features, uncover feature interactions, and provide information about intra-class similarities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability, Statistics and Bayesian networks</td>
<td>Probabilistic graphical models in artificial intelligence (Larragina, P. and S. Moral, 2011) [10]</td>
<td>Researchers discussed the suitability of probability for intelligent systems, including the role of probabilistic graphical diagrams. Early works in this field and its relevancy is briefly explained as well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability, Statistics and Bayesian networks</td>
<td>A graphical model for the evaluation of cross-transfer evidence in DNA profiles (Colin Aitken, Franco Taroni, Paolo Garbolino, 2003) [12]</td>
<td>Researchers review fundamental issues on the use of graphical models for evidence evaluation. Researchers described mostly with particular reference to the role of cross-transfer evidence. Discussion also involves the determination of factors as nodes, association as links, and probabilities to be included.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The information in Crime Registration Form is filled up first when crime occurs. This will act as a main entry for Crime Management System. Domain expert (forensic scientists and law enforcements) can also view information about existing crimes that already registered. Figure 4. shows an introduction to Forensic DNA Analysis Module created to brief about the functionality of this module.

![Figure 4. Main page of Forensic DNA Analysis Subsystem (ForAS)](image)

Information about samples collected can be added into database through menu “Samples”. The required text field information arranged is based on our study and visit to Forensic DNA Lab of Royal Malaysia Police (RMP). Under the menu “DNA Profiles”, analysis can be done once users click the button “MATCH PROBABILITY” or “ALLELE FREQUENCIES” to perform analysis for forensic DNA profiles as shown in Figure 5. Besides, basic functionality such as “ADD” and “VIEW” are also provided. Connection to Google Map API in concept spatial visualization is applied too. Screenshot in Figure 6. shows the first look for this function.

![Figure 5. Menu options to handle DNA profiles and DNA analysis](image)

![Figure 6. Location-based connection to Google map](image)

![Figure 7. Main form to input DNA allele frequencies for analysis.](image)

Allele frequencies for 15 loci of suspect DNA profile and unknown DNA profile can be entered as shown in Figure 7. to begin the analysis of both DNA profiles. Once all the input submitted, analysis of results will be displayed immediately. Output are including loci frequencies from each alleles, matching for each alleles, estimated DNA profile probability and match rate between DNA profiles of suspect and unknown. Matching for each alleles of comparison will also be marked by green color of table field (to indicate “MATCH”) and red color of table field (to indicate “NOT MATCH”) as in Figure 8.

![Figure 8.](image)

Additionally, based on our research and literature reviews on available forensic DNA analysis tools and current visualization tools, there is a strong need for visualization-analysis design, hence here in this project, we show the first look of our visualization-analysis for this tool. When domain experts scroll mouse over each
pieces, details about frequencies value will come out as in Figure 9.

**Figure 8.** Result of DNA allele frequencies from analysis.

---

**Figure 9.** Visualization of allele frequencies from DNA profiles.

---

Sample search can be done according to type of crimes. Just input the type of crime, and then click Search button. Crime search can be done according to type of crimes, or even just by suspect’s name. Just input the type of crime, and then click Search button. Data report with details including crime, suspect, location and time will be displayed. Domain expert can then view all samples information from existing cases. DNA profiles can be chosen based on barCode as the primary key, therefore DNA matching can be performed. In the Profile Entry page, domain expert need to key in values of allele frequencies.

Under DNA profile menus, calculation of DNA matching with estimation of probability and comparison for each allele frequencies can be determined. For a quick summary result (to skip details), domain expert can get direct match rate result instantly through menu MATCH PROBABILITY.

To transform the statistical analysis an immediate visual result, domain expert can start by inputting allele frequencies for suspect and unknown DNA profiles, and then click the submit button. Detail comparisons of allele frequencies, loci frequencies and estimated DNA profile frequencies including match rate will come out for further visualization analysis. Besides DNA data, information of other samples can also be saved. These are including sample type, ethnicity, purpose, gender, profile kit, date of birth, and report number, where all of this information can be searched through a primary key called barCode.

Testing has been done using mock data due to security issue as mentioned by forensic scientists and Royal Malaysian Police (RMP).

One of the benefit of this research is it enables effective data visualization by arranging allele frequencies of forensic DNA analysis results from statistical table into a statistical visualization-analysis in an informative spiral shape diagram like a pie chart. It is also expected to reduce the time taken for evidence evaluation and decision-making (Figure 9).

This kind of visualization is a better way of representation, compared to classical reports and statistical tables. The details of DNA profiles for unknown and suspect can be visualized in just one diagram for the ease of analysis.

Crime Management System web prototype is implemented to be a self-guided forensic DNA analysis system with usability graphical user interfaces rather than classical way that requires training manual and knowledge expertise. The views of results are applied with visualization techniques that are designed to facilitate task handling. Visualization is implemented to represent results while human’s interpretation is utilized for driving analysis steps and processes.

On the technical issues, this web prototype is built using Java, an Object-Oriented language, and Java Server Pages web programming language. Java Server Pages can then be implemented together with JavaScript in order to improve interactivity and usability. Aigner et al. [1] also built their prototype using Java as a proof of concept and in order to generate better impression of interactions. Java has many advantages including predefined methods that can be used and adjusted in variety ways dynamically.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Visualization results in the form of graphical diagram are depicted in such a way so that it is easy to interpret by forensic scientists and law enforcements. Statistical graph and score table is calculated based on a mathematical model that employed the concept of Bayesian networks. This research is significant in supporting decision-making where the concept of multi-disciplinary research field is applied for example between Computer Science and Forensic Science.

The web prototype is implemented to provide assistance in forensic DNA analysis. Bayesian networks and statistical analysis that being employed will reduce time taken for DNA evidence to be analyzed in crime investigation; and plus with visualization, it is expected to ease the complex decision-making through the availability of information into immediate visual result. The web prototype is expected to provide statistical analysis of DNA profiles and automatically analyze into visual results. The implementation hopefully can increase efficiency of crime investigation and its accessibility of information using visualization.
FUTURE WORK

Future work will cover on Criminal Profiling using Fuzzy and Neural Network in Crime Investigation first, before going further to image processing for Face Recognition and Thumb Print Recognition Module.
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